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Street Lights at the End of the Universe? Navigating sub-urban space 
Aidan Davison 
 
What should I do in Rome? I am no good at lying. 
Juvenal 110CE1 
After Geography 
What a help it would be if good, apparently sober words like urban and rural, society and 
environment, culture and nature, technology and ecology, made sense of the chimerical space in 
which we now (must) find ourselves. How confusing it is that their apparently once-stable 
referents are dissolving in floods of technological possibility. How frustrating it is that such signs 
are no longer simply unreliable but often positively mischievous.  
 
‘How predictable’, Bruno Latour might conceivably respond, as he tries again to get us to see 
that the language of pure categories is at one with the production of hybrid entities in modern 
technoscience.2 How can we not be disoriented in the midst of this paradoxical state of affairs? 
Technology produces a patchwork, ever-shifting reality unintelligible within the traditions of 
thought that make it possible. Modern intellectual blueprints are unable to orient us to the 
‘pluriverse’ built at their direction. Yet this disorientation may turn out to be liberating, suggests 
Latour, if our overworked desire for reliable maps gives way to wholehearted participation in the 
ontological drama of technology.3 As he tells it, this is an unfolding drama of new foldings of 
time, space and agents that is unavoidably experimental. A drama lacking any overarching 
design. A drama available to understanding, therefore, only to the extent thinking is able to 
follow actors in their relational singularity and to follow patterns of agency in their fluid 
transgressions. 
 
Tony Fry also bears witness to the inability of Cartesian categories to locate us within the 
everyday novelty—that familiar strangeness—of latemodern worlds. He provides, however, a 
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different explanation for this disorientation to that of Latour, arriving at a less sanguine 
conclusion.4 For Fry does identify an overarching design, a universal patterning of untruth, a 
gravity of unsustainability, at work beneath the self-accelerating momentum of technology.5 This 
is work of design long ago transferred from philosophers to engineers to artefacts themselves. 
This is ontological work that makes real the inability to sustain the real.6 And, so Fry argues in 
From Urbocentrism to Hyperurbanism, this is work now maintained, coordinated and extended 
by a very particular form of technological environment; that of ‘the urban’.7  
 
Fry asks us to consider that the megamachinery we call the city, machinery soon to house the 
majority of the human population, is the centre of gravity now prescribing the conventional 
trajectories of human thought and human production.8 Although physically finite, the urban, 
conceived in this way, has the potential of infinite reach. It spans the universe of possibility. 
“Nothing obstructs this emergent phenomenon,” for, ontologically, there is only the urban: 
 
The representational claim of an Other that the urban trades is founded on a whole series of imaginary 
romanticised subjects and lingering mirages like: ‘the picturesque’, ‘rustic landscape’, ‘nature’ and ‘the 
environment’ – all these figures are urban-authored projections.9 
 
So claims Fry. It is a proposition well made in From Urbocentrism to Hyperurbanism and one 
well worth taking seriously—especially so for ‘sustainability’ advocates borne of highly 
urbanised societies, of which I am one. I aim to do so in what follows. Specifically, I engage 
with Fry’s account of the urban as a way of navigating in unfamiliar ways the suburban habitats 
with which many of us consider ourselves familiar. 
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Polis Eclipses Cosmos? 
Cosmopolis, metropolis and technopolis have become one. We are accustomed to thinking of the 
cosmopolis as the ideal and the metropolis as the real side of this triad, oblivious to the 
technopolis, to the decisive and subversive base of this arrangement. 
Albert Borgmann10 
 
It is well understood across the social sciences that contemporary flows of people, resources, 
policies, information, ideas, stories, images and beliefs are orchestrated from within a network of 
‘world’ or ‘global’ cities and, furthermore, that this is not a recent phenomenon.11 Athens, Rome, 
Constantinople, Amsterdam, Paris, London and New York, to pick some obvious examples, have 
all enjoyed periods as hubs of expansive urbocentric patterns of power and accumulation spun 
out of the ‘West’ over the last two and a half millennia. Urbocentric patterns spun from out of 
the ‘East’ of course reach considerably further back and overlap with those of the West in ways 
complex and poorly understood.12 By enabling spectacular confluences of power and, more 
fundamentally, by expanding the field of social possibility, many cities have played their part in 
the gestation of technology as a planetary phenomenon.13  
 
Fry, however, seeks to move beyond conventional analysis of global capitalism that would 
simply map new webs of exchange laid upon those of previous Empires out of a network of 
world cities. He suggests that urbocentrism is being  “displaced by the emergent even more 
aggressive condition of hyperurbanism [,] … a newly invigorated and massively increased 
proliferation of the power of the urban beyond the space of the city.” In Fry’s view, this 
proliferation ensures that the urban is not only “no longer bonded to the fabric of the city” but is 
launched on a trajectory that sees it destined to bound than the human universe.14 
 
One can question here whether urban power was ever as tightly bonded to the fabric of the city 
as Fry’s use of the idea of hyperurbanism might imply. As William Cronon has well-
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demonstrated with the case of Chicago and its Western frontiers, modern cities (and presumably 
many premodern cities) have from the beginning developed in complex relation with hinterlands 
that have been much more extensive across a range of inter-linked spatial scales than 
conventionally assumed.15 Urban industrialism developed in step with the technologisation of 
agriculture, fishing, forestry, mining, transport, communications and finance that harnessed ever-
greater portions of the earth to the commands of the imperial city. Further, such material flows of 
urbocentric power are thoroughly entangled with semiotic flows of urbocentric power in 
processes of global ordering ever more spatially indiscrete. While few urban studies scholars 
may share the ontological cast of Fry’s argument, many have observed with him the 
pervasiveness of urban power in ‘non-urban’ space.16 
 
With the proviso that it be understood not simply as an “idea,” but as a composite of ideas, 
practices and yearnings co-evolving in historical worlds, the urban has indeed become a 
powerful designer of “psychologies, cultural dispositions and life-worlds that are beyond its 
visible boundaries.”17 While I remain unsure about the extent to which hyperurbanism names a 
distinctly new phase in the growth of latemodern urbocentric power, I agree with Fry that the 
dominant design of power he so resonantly calls rational ‘defuturing’ finds its paradigmatic 
embodiment in the latemodern hegemony of the city.18 The unsustaining status quo objectified in 
discourse and practice and now inscribing its hallmark on all ecological and cultural phenomena, 
including ecomodernist phenomena such as ‘sustainable development’, is unquestionably 
urbocentric.19 The trinity of cosmopolis, metropolis and technopolis, to adopt the lexicon 
suggested by Albert Borgmann, extend each other in the performance of a dream of 
transcendence in which of every particle of earth and sky is available to be mobilised as mere 
means in a quest for human-perfected reality.20 Cosmopolis, the technological ideal of the city, 
reaches outwards to subsume thought. Metropolis, the technological form of the city, reaches 
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outwards to subsume practice. Technopolis, the technological ontology of the city, reaches 
outwards to subsume reality. 
 
In these conditions it is inevitable that contemporary discourse about the city’s cultural-natural 
Others—‘Eden’, ‘Arcadia’, ‘tribe’, ‘farm’, ‘village’, ‘frontier’, ‘bush’, ‘Wilderness’ and the 
rest—is, as Fry observes, thoroughly urbocentric in its heritage and its intent. The non-urban 
land/sea/skyscapes to which such discourse gestures serve urban desire above and before all else. 
The relationship of urbocentric power to the non-urban objects of its affection conforms to Max 
Horkheimer and Theodore Adorno’s description of the “indefatigable self-destructiveness” of 
technological enlightenment wherein humanity pays “for the increase of their power with 
alienation from that which over which they exercise their power.”21  
 
Now that the entire earth has been fed into the blades of the technospheric blender we should not 
be surprised that simulacra of the ‘natural’ reproduce almost uncontrollably, colonising every 
social habitat and growing almost translucent with the intensity of the semiotics of purity they 
are required to conduct.22 Consider, for instance, Yi-Fu Tuan’s observation in Topophilia that, as 
a “state of mind, true wilderness exists only in the great sprawling cities.”23 Tuan is referring 
here most particularly to the cities of North America and, without doubt, urbanisation has been 
an especially paradoxical phenomenon in the English-speaking world. The question of whether it 
is thereby a more unsustainable phenomenon than in other modern urban cultures, as could be 
inferred from Augustin Berque’s The Idea of Disurbanity, is one I touch on in concluding.24 
First, however, I narrate something of the Anglocentric history of the modern suburb. This 
account is necessarily schematic, and the suburb only one of several sites comprehensive 
analysis of urbocentrism ought explore. It nonetheless establishes a revealing point of focus for 
this discussion by bringing into view something of the historical ambivalence and contradiction 
lodged within the power of the urban to design the present.  





Over the last two and a half centuries, the Old and especially the New lands of the English-
speaking ‘world’ have been the setting for an unprecedented form, not to mention an 
unprecedented scale, of city. Unfortunately, the novelty of this urban form has been conveyed 
poorly through the grafting of the pejorative medieval word ‘suburban’ onto a profoundly new 
social reality.25 This adjective now clumsily conveys a heavy and ill-fitted burden of aesthetic, 
moral and political meaning. Such meaning confounds any simple distinction between ideals and 
practices and exists in complex relation to the noun ‘suburb’ that, in turn, is required to 
encompass a growing socio-economic and physical diversity of landscapes.26 To limit at least 
some scope for semantic confusion, I introduce the figure of the ‘suburban city.’ This device, 
while imperfect, resists simplistic distinctions between ideals and practices, and between suburb 
and city, and draws attention to what is unprecedented about the urban form that has gained 
fullest expression in the frontiers of North America and Australasia. 
 
The suburban city has been produced out the dialectical play of techno-economic urbocentrism 
and anti-urban cultural desire.27 The former was generated predominantly through the trajectories 
of (mercantile, industrial and now corporate) capitalism, (bureaucratic and military) imperialism, 
(Enlightenment) rationalism and (institutionalised) nationalism. The latter grew out of pragmatic, 
political, religious and aesthetic disquiet about the growth of the centripetal forces of the modern 
city. 
 
Four interrelated 19th century manifestations of anti-urbanism were particularly important in 
establishing the design solution that is the suburban city.28 First, and in the context of appalling 
urban environmental crises resulting arising with early-industrialisation (not to mention memories of 
premodern urban crises of fire, famine and plague), emerging sanitarian doctrines of public health 
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juxtaposed the health-giving qualities of the country with the miasmas of the city. In such discourse, 
the suburb inevitably took on the form of a “safe-haven from the dirt and disease of the city’s over-
crowded courts and alleys.”29 Second, the weakening authority of class structures based on 
birthright saw the vigorous social mixing produced in industrial cities generate increasing political 
tension. In the social pressures that resulted, the mechanism of physical segregation offered by the 
suburb quickly became important in the emergence of new capitalist patterns of social stratification. 
Third, some Protestant traditions, and especially evangelicalism, participated in the upheavals of 
political secularisation by representing of the chaste ‘Home’ as the spiritual centre of modern life. 
Drawing upon biblical stories of urban evil, Protestant morality imbued women, children and rustic 
life with Edenic innocence vulnerable to corruption by the venal city. Men, lacking this spiritual 
innocence and its attendant fallibility, were free to pursue moral advance through material 
improvement in the service of God’s dominion. Beginning in the mid-18th century, more and more of 
England’s swelling (male) population of urban merchants began to draw from the power the city 
afforded them to build a ‘suburban Eden’ in which to receive daily spiritual replenishment 
(administered by their wives) and ‘protect’ the virtue of their families (the line between protection 
and imprisonment being, let us not forget, wafer thin).30 Fourth, romanticism renewed classical 
pastoral themes in light of modern technological excess, while at the same time reinforcing the 
Cartesian axiom that (masculine) culture and (feminine) nature—city and country—occupied 
mutually exclusive orders of reality. The aesthetic of the picturesque that informed romanticism 
idealised passive enjoyment of natural scenery. The ideal of nature-as-view in turn required that 
landscapes be styled, often via intensive technological intervention, as rounded, flowing and soft and 
(ironically) free of the obvious intrusions of technology or city. Placed alongside urbocentric 
imperatives, aesthetic yearning for “the look of nature” 31 impelled experiments in the marriage of 
city and country that helped found the suburban city. 
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Despite Marxist critique and traditions of resistance such as Luddism, 19th century expressions of 
anti-urbanism coming from those social groups most oppressed by the dangers and excesses of the 
city was largely unable to restrict the growth of urbocentric power.32 More disturbingly, the anti-
modern animus and resultant anti-urban energies contained in the suburban experiments of the 
middle classes—the chief architects and chief benefactors of the industrial growth of urban power—
greatly stimulated it. The Communist Manifesto left us in no doubt that it was the bourgeoisie who 
“put an end to all feudal, patriarchal, idyllic relations” by subjecting “the country to the rule of the 
towns,” in the process creating “enormous cities.”33 Yet, points out Robert Fishman, Marx and 
Engels overlooked the already then visible signs that in “suburbia the conquering bourgeoisie has 
chosen to re-create an invented version of the ‘feudal, patriarchal, idyllic’ village environment it was 
destroying.”34  
 
From the mid-18th century villa retreats of the bourgeoisie to the garden city movements of the 
late-19th and early- 20th centuries to the ‘technoburbs’ of the present an ever great diversity of 
social groups have sought to share in the urbocentric power of the technological order while living 
beyond its reach, and close to ‘God’, ‘Nature’, ‘body’, ‘family’ and ‘community’ in suburban 
Eden.35 From its beginnings, the dispassionate modern public realm grew alongside the 
sentimental modern private realm. In effect providing a pressure-release valve, suburban 
ideals/practices not only did not resist the advance of instrumental rationality, they helped chart 
safe passage for it through precisely those socio-cultural spaces from which such resistance was 
most likely to come.  
 
Fishman has suggested that suburban history be read as a phase of “transition between two 
decentralized eras: the pre-industrial rural era and the postindustrial information society.”36 While 
instructive this insight needs to be understood in the context of the simultaneous concentration of 
power within the technological city and the projection of this power in ways that subordinate the 
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wider earth to the appetites of the technological city.37 It is within the dialectic of destruction and 
simulation, of alienation and yearning, of centripetal control and centrifugal desire, that 
urbocentric power has grown and continues to gather force. To paraphrase Herbert Marcuse, its 
totalitarian capacities rest with the soporific logic of comfortable unfreedom that permits, indeed, 
facilitates the illusion but not the practice of dissent.38  
 
As a corrective to the excesses of modernization, then, suburbanisation has always been partially 
self-defeating. It has intensified precisely those repellant social forces from which it was designed to 
provide escape. It is with the rise of “the suburban-industrial complex” in the shadows of a military-
industrial complex grown vast by the World Wars, however, that this defeat threatens completion.39 
Through the postwar boom, the enframing of suburban practices by modern technology was greatly 
extended while suburban ideals became ever more tangled within dreams of technological 
transcendance. Earlier quasi-rural suburban traditions of resilience, sufficiency, independence and 
localism, traditions particularly strong in Australian suburbs,40 were undermined. The private home 
was claimed, first and foremost, as a site of consumption and not of production. Television claimed 
Home’s hearth. Cars claimed public space. Electricity claimed the work of the body. ‘Gods’ lined up 
alongside a growing multitude of ‘consumer choices’. At the same time, industry, services and 
employment decentralized, re-inventing suburbs as spaces of public production and the suburban 
city as decentred or multicentred and capable of being smeared over an ever-greater range. From 
organochlorine residues in backyard sandpits to denuded landscapes where engines sing louder than 
any bird to garden plants that ‘invade’ the bush to weather patterns that threaten violent retribution, 
the imagined benign nature of suburbia has seemed in recent decades to grow unreliable, even 
malevolent. Many subdivisions on the edge of the self-homogenising city last just long enough for 
the children within them to develop lasting affection for their local forest, creek or swamp and to be 
traumatised by the arrival of the next wave of bulldozers.  
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The fall from suburban Eden is an important element in the postwar processes through which 
wilderness shed its older connotations of risk, decay and disorder and became virginal, sacrosanct 
and bordered in the environmental imagination of many ‘children of the suburban city’. As such 
cities have become less able to provide their promised mechanism of escape from the risks of 
technology, wilderness has grown in power as an imaginative and physical mechanism of escape. A 
neo-suburban bargain is being made with technologies such as the camera, television, airplane, 
helicopter and the car that promise escape from the technological order into ‘the wild’: especially the 
car. For even as it crushes life out of the suburban city the car promises to place wilderness, which is 
to say, road’s end—postwar wilderness preservation movements being organized, after all, by the 
desire to keep cars out of nature more than they have by ecological criteria41—within easy weekend 
reach. Take, for example, the postwar literature of environmental philosophy that has been 
dominated by the inhabitants of suburban cities. This literature has been preoccupied with the moral 
claims of ‘wild’ nature. The city rarely makes an appearance, and then mostly as a source of 
examples of environmental disvalue. Corresponding with the argument above, the several recent 
efforts to overcome this ‘blind spot’ and to articulate an urban environmental ethics have thus far 
been intensely anti-suburban.42  
 
Understanding the paradox at work within urbocentric power we can begin make sense of the 
anaesthetic freedoms that promise to free beneficiaries of the defuturing status quo from the 
awareness, but not from the pathology, of their pain. Within any number of rubrics, such as 
environmentalism, localism, holism, (Old and New Age) spiritualism and postmaterialism, they (we) 
are free to give expression to longing for Edenic refuge. Within the predeterminations of real-estate 
markets, there are many ways in which to evacuate the post-war suburb. We can head (whether in 
chic four-wheel drives or rustic Combi vans) for the holiday homes, hobby farms, bush blocks, 
ecovillages, seachange hamlets and ‘ruburbs’ (rural subdivisions of ‘downshifters’, retirees and 
those whose poverty forced them to flee the city) that make up the new suburban frontiers we still 
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myopically call ‘the country’. Or we can evacuate the banality of the post-war suburb in the other 
direction, establishing gated vertical communities in the cosmopolitan core(s) of the city. Yet even 
here the demands for capacious private space, appliance-saturation, ephemeral and physical modes 
of escape (to virtual/bodily refuge in the wild/rural/primitive) and expansive views over and beyond 
the city—views available at the vertical fringes of the city, fringes that, like their horizontal 
counterparts, never cease growing—resonate with suburban ambivalence toward the city.43 Truly, 
where and what on the earth does not now carry a burden of suburban need?  
 
Navigating the Sub-Urban Earth 
What, then, might constitute an authentic response to the incessant growth and global reach of 
urbocentric power? Is such authenticity in fact any longer possible? Does the dialectical composition 
of this power prefigure the possibility of its transformation? Can we, to put it in the terms outlined 
above, rehabilitate suburban cities as agents of the craft of sustenance?  
 
Confronted with the difficulty of opening thinking to these questions, we might be tempted to follow 
the lead of many urban sustainability professionals and reduce the history of urbocentric design to 
the bludgeoning, non-dialectical force of technological determinism. To do so, however, we must be 
prepared to translate our political, moral and ontological discomfit into the technobabble of social 
engineering in which sustainability begins and ends with the ecoefficient blueprint and its requisite 
techniques of secure-ability. We might then be asked to place our faith, as do so many of these 
professionals, in conveniently linear and quantifiable design goals such as urban consolidation, 
mixed land-use planning, green zoning, public transport planning and the rest.44 In so doing we reap 
the benefit of finding conveniently objectifiable scapegoats for our latemodern dis-ease, suburban 
sprawl chief amongst them. We can embrace without qualm the illusion that the technology of new-
urbanism or new-ruralism holds within it, once again, Utopia. And we can share unblushingly in 
laments on suburban life such as this from Robert Riddell in his recent Sustainable Urban Planning: 




Given a plot-house-car lifestyle structure as dominant, plot-holding, home-owning, appliance-
operating and car-running concerns take over suburban lives, pattern their consumption and 
condition their thinking. The living-consuming-thinking pattern which has evolved is defined 
by child needs (pap food), child pleasure (low-gratification television), and child 
consumerism (plaything cars and dinky houses).45 
 
Yet, despite empathising with much of the critique that informs this literature, and not wishing to 
reject out of hand its design strategies, I cannot collude in such patronising dismissals of the 
complex cultural designs embodied in suburban cities over more than two centuries and within 
which I and my family and friends have played out most of our lives. I am unable to reconcile the 
task of casting (and then overriding?) the interests of the great majority of my own (Australian) 
political community as immature with my understanding of ‘sustainability’ as a process of actively 
democratic cultural change. Nor, for that matter, can I reconcile it with the fine-textures of everyday 
experience. More broadly, the adjective ‘suburban’ is generally understood in this critique too 
narrowly to shed light on the paradigmatic status of defuturing; dynamics that manifest in farmland, 
apartment complexes, eco-tourist lodges, urban villages and the forest protest camps of 
environmentalists as much as they do in the suburban metropolis. Ecomodernist agendas will almost 
certainly produce some welcome improvements in urban ecological efficiencies as they seek to 
sustain urbocentric power. Inevitably, however, empirical debate will, indeed, it has already begun 
to, complicate simplistic claims that would correlate rising urban population densities with resource-
use efficiencies, reduced ecological impacts and socio-economic equalities. In the process it will 
leave attempts to design the ‘sustainable city’ more disoriented than ever.46 
 
I thus return to stand with Fry in affirming that the possibility of our present is not the determination 
of sustainable design but rather its prefiguration through undesigning the regime of unsustainability. 
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I find it hard, however, to see how and where such prefiguration is to be made manifest if we follow 
Fry in concluding that the power of ‘the urban’ to define all Others means that 
 
any ‘organic’ attachment to any authentic ground, any actual referent, has been broken….  
Once the being of the world and the world of beings became a ‘standing reserve’ there was no turning back—
the mirror was shattered. All we can see is a simulacrum of what once was, and its fragments. There is no 
choice but to manage the fragments, give them new value and care for them, as they are all we have left.47 
 
Leaving aside Fry’s choice of such leaky ideas as ‘management’ and ‘value’ as vessels with 
which to hold the modest possibility of caring for un-earthed fragments of truth, I do not see the 
tragic endangering of authenticity in latemodern worlds as resulting from any ordained 
inevitability. The past, present and future of latemodern worlds are, of course, shaped by the 
designs carried forward in technology and language that move through them. Designs that, in the 
process, inflect and are inflected by cultural, ecological and cosmological possibility in ways 
never fully predictable. But such power of designation does not come from any political 
dimension beyond historically constituted worlds. And in these necessarily, continually 
reconstituted worlds the designs of humans are thoroughly enmeshed with the designs arising 
from out of their more-than-human reality.48  
 
One does not need to invoke “the being of the world” to conclude with Fry that “hyperurbanism 
may well now be a ‘fact of life’.”49 More to the point, his conviction that latemodern humanity 
has irrevocably broken away from its originating ground seems at odds with the conventional, 
almost electoral, cast of his call to his readers to respond to the fact of ‘hyperurbanism’ with 
“critical and constructive engagement” in establishing “a politics able to create political will to 
confront the hard questions and touch problems [that] (sic) are not being confronted.”50 How, 
after all, is “political will and muscle at all levels of government and in every domain of cultural 
politics” to be generated out of the assumption that urbocentric power “transcends social, 
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economic and cultural differences between urban dwellers”?51 Equally, while the ‘Others’ of 
modern technology are undeniably oppressed and damaged, I am not ready to declare them all 
“silent or silenced … fading positions without classifiable identity.”52 Surely, within these 
differences and transgressive identities, these “shadow lines,” are to be found the fissures, 
convolutions and cavities in urbocentric power within which the prefiguration of the craft of 
sustenance is possible? 53  
 
Fry is committed to dialectical analysis of the possibility of ‘the Sustainment’ wherein 
“Sustainment means nothing without grasping its unbreakable bond to unsustainment, which is 
its very ground.”54 He introduces the ecological-technological trajectories of urban heat islanding 
and climatic change to underscore the vulnerability that shadows the monolithic, defuturing city 
as a result of its disregard for “the biophysical integrity of the standing reserve.”55 Yet he seems 
reluctant to conclude, as I want to do, that urbocentric power necessarily increases the possibility 
of its (sustainable) subversion as it increases the likelihood its (unsustainable) hegemony. Fry 
does help us to understand that creation and destruction cannot be unbound. Nonetheless, his 
representation of “epochal shift that ‘the Sustainment’ names” as the simultaneous creation of 
that which sustains and the “destruction of that which destroys” is incomplete.56 Sustainability 
and unsustainability cannot be unbound and, thus, the creation of that which sustains cannot be 
finally separated—secured by design as safe—from the creation of that which destroys. 
Conversely, the destruction of that which destroys cannot be finally separated from the 
destruction of that which creates.  
 
In the end, the inclination toward reification and homogenisation inherent in the characterisation 
of “the normative agency of the urban”57 masks too much that is equivocal, ambivalent and 
ironical in latemodern lifeworlds. But are we, then, to indulge in the playful celebration of 
latemodern urban subjectivities and performativities currently so evident within the 
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poststructuralist discourses of cultural studies, cultural geography, sociology and philosophy?58 
Shall we pursue a Latourian disaggregation of meta-agencies such as ‘the urban’ so as to narrate 
the radical openness of our pluriverse? Shall we conclude with Donna Haraway that the body-
heat of the canine companion warming our body can also warm and lift our self-understanding 
from its present anchorage in anthropocentric humanism? Perhaps—and the work of these two 
scholars does offers fine examples of politically serious epistemological play—but not through 
what Anne-Marie Willis rightly observes as the easy, all-too-easy, “failure of nerve” of that takes 
“individualised subjective experiences” to occupy the same order of cultural possibility as “the 
discursive practice of instrumentalism,” inappropriately pitting an “ontology of consuming 
against one of designing.”59 It is easy for poststructuralist scholars to ignore the world-building 
and world-revealing structures encoded within technological practice. It is easy to remain 
unreflective about the possibility that theory has become simply another dimension of consumer 
choice, as it is to ignore the ways in which practice orients theory. It is easy, finally, to compose 
sophisticated and impressive simulacra, but simulacra nonetheless, of alternative social realities.  
 
Yet to underemphasize the possibilities that remain open to us to negotiate with deliberate care 
the extreme design power of latemodern technology is also unhelpful. While partially, perhaps 
even substantially, true, it is far from absolutely true that, in the suburban city, rain is or must be 
encountered as a nuisance or that clothing is or must be encountered in the eddies of fashion, to 
echo two of Fry’s examples. To assert as do Willis and Fry that “the culture of suburbia has 
extinguished the desire for more self-reliant lifestyles” is to stretch perceptive critique towards 
exaggeration.60 Certainly the diversity of suburban worlds are united, as are the diversity of 
cosmopolitan and provincial worlds, in their latemodern subordination to the order of rational 
defuturing. But the differences between them are not thus extinguished, including the different 
possibilities they present for nurturing new practices of self-reliance, conviviality and solidarity. 
Equally, the subordination of diverse suburban ecologies is profound but not absolute. What 
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Willis and Fry see as “landscaped environmental wastelands” in the suburbs may hold within 
them unseen, because unlooked for, evidence of unprecedented and unheralded examples of 
more-than-human resilience and design.61 Their readers could be forgiven for thinking that 
Willis and Fry assume that the technological order has achieved its explicit, one-dimensional 
(non-dialectical and therefore unattainable) goal of absolute control and predictability. Such an 
assumption has about it the air of self-fulfilling prophecy. This may explain why Willis and Fry 
seem to underplay the significance of the many experiments in sustainable living now underway 
in suburban cities as “the voluntary actions of a handful of well-meaning aberrant individuals.”62  
 
To view the effervescent ‘water-wise’ posters prepared by 6 year olds at my local suburban 
primary school or to see the pleasure with which the parents of these children welcomed the 
unexpected rain that soaked them and, thankfully, the seedlings of ‘local’ species they were 
planting in public land is to see the fragile beginnings of a transition that needs careful tending. 
Urbocentrism names an immense concentration of ontological and technological power whose 
central logic is to retain and increase its power. Experiments in its subversion must for some time 
yet be, necessarily, precarious, tentative, endangered and scattered. But they are not thereby 
necessarily trivial. On the contrary, the very ubiquity of the technological order that endangers 
them can on occasion throw them into the sharpest relief, allowing new significance to flow into 
features of social life previously experienced as insignificant or unremarkable.  
 
A home-grown meal, the deliberate absence of a ubiquitous device, a now-rare bird nesting in a 
grassy suburban back yard, an act of unrestrained economic generosity: all set their wider world 
vibrating with the possibility of renegotiation. These occasions are typically fleeting and the 
possibilities they hint at demand courageous, deliberate and sustained political effort if they are 
to be kept open, let alone widened. Yet there are a great many such efforts, such experimental 
designs in the experience of sustenance, currently underway. Experiments with which I am 
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familiar in Australia’s suburban cities—to render a potentially long list idiosyncratically short—
include those of permaculture/organic agriculture, urban ecological rehabilitation, home-
birthing/dying, integrated physical and mental health practices, community housing, parenting 
and schooling, place-bound architecture and art, and local-scale technologies, economies and 
democracies. Although routinely flawed and misshapen by urbocentric power, these 
manifestations of counter-modern imagination do not deserve to be dismissed as the “pragmatic 
or deflectory preoccupations” of the “sheltered workshop.”63 This is not to deny that they must to 
struggle continuously to free themselves from the dualism of ‘public’ and ‘private’ action in the 
limited forms of community associations, non-profit businesses, local governance, voluntary 
service, and the rest. All are at least partly claimed by the pervasive logic of anaesthetic freedom 
that masks our shared pain at our inability to design our shared world with the proliferation of 
choice about how to consume it. All are permanently imperilled. All have the capacity to, and 
often do, only further reinforce what they seek to undermine. Often they just fail on their own 
terms and are lost. But such difficulty and struggle is also precisely what enables these and other 
experiments with our placement in an urbocentric universe to bring its boundaries into view. It is 
the fact that many seek out uncomfortable freedoms in an order of comfortable unfreedoms that 
gives such attempts the potentiality of truth as they find ways to transcribe fragments of the 
forever-eloquent reality that lies obscured beyond the streetlights of technological control. 
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